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1st Grade
*This product includes6 sample websites and 6 mini books. Books 
and a few websites are Lexile® Leveled and in the 1st Grade Text 
Complexity Band (190L-530L.

1. Non Fiction Text Features Anchor Chart (1 pg.)
2. Text Feature Example Charts (4 pgs.)
3. Bochese’s Italian Website- no level
4. Sidney Public Library Website- no level
5. The Toy Palace Website- no level
6. Research.com Website- 380L
7. MOWA Website- 400L
8. All About Large Dogs Book- 360L
9. Venus Book- 370L
10. Christmas- 420L
11. The Bald Eagle- 450 Lexile
12. Roberto Clemente Book- 460 Lexile
13. Non Fiction Text Features Test

• The Recipe Diva Website- no level
• The Great Plains Natives- 320L

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/Common-Core-Kingdom


6 Lexile Leveled Non Fiction 
Passages in 1st Grade Text 

Complexity Band

Anchor Charts for 
Interactive Notebooks

Test formatted just 
like practice passages

6 Websites to Practice Web 
Text Features



The Lexile Framework® for Reading measures are scientific, quantitative text levels. When the 
Lexile of a text is measured, specific, measurable attributes of the text are considered, 
including, but not limited to, word frequency, sentence length, and text cohesion. These are 
difficult attributes for humans to evaluate, so a computer measures them. 

Common Core State Standards uses Lexile level bands as one measure of text complexity. 
Text complexity ranges ensure that students are college and career ready by the end of 12th

grade. Lexile measures help educators scaffold and differentiate instruction, as well as 
monitor reading growth. 

Grade Band Lexile® Bands Aligned to 
Common Core Expectations

K-1 190L-530L

2-3 420L-820L

4-5 740L-1,010L

6-8 1,185L-1,385L

ABOUT LEXILE LEVELS
MagiCore Learning, LLC is a certified Lexile® Partner. These texts are 
officially measured and approved by Lexile and MetaMetrics® to ensure 
appropriate rigor and differentiation for students. 

Keep in mind when using any leveled text that many students will need scaffolding and 
support to reach text at the high end of their grade band. According to Appendix A of the 
Common Core Standards, “It is important to recognize that scaffolding often is entirely 
appropriate. The expectation that scaffolding will occur with particularly challenging texts is 
built into the Standards’ grade-by-grade text complexity expectations, for example. The 
general movement, however, should be toward decreasing scaffolding and increasing 
independence both within and across the text complexity bands defined in the Standards.”













Classics

The Real Mother Goose
By Blanche Fisher Wright
Classic rhymes, riddles, songs, 
and stories that have captivated 
children for over 80 years. 

X-

http://www.sidneypubliclibrary.com/

File     Edit     View     Favorites     Tools     Help

About Us News Programs Books

Contact Us

Volunteer & Job Opportunities

Library Hours
Monday - Thursday: 9:00-9:00
Friday & Saturday: 9:00-5:00
Summer Saturdays: 9:00-1:00

Sundays, Jan. - March: 1:00-4:00
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Sidney Public 
Library

Services

My 
Account

Donate

Helpful Links

Summer 
Reading 

Programs

Click here to 
lean more!

Best Sellers

New Books

Children

Teen

Multimedia

The Secret Garden
By Frances Hodgson Burnett
After the death of her parents, 
Mary Lennox is sent from India 
to live with her uncle. She 
discovers a garden filled with 
secrets. 

The Little Red Hen and 
Other Stories
By Florence White Williams
The classic folktale about the 
Little Red Hen who is forced to do 
all of the work in the house.

Classics

Favorites

New

http://store.scholastic.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/en/SearchCmd?Ntt=Frances%20Hodgson%20Burnett&storeId=11301&urlRequestType=Base&RecordSearchKey=Author&langId=&catalogId=16551&N=4502
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1. What type of books are shown on the website? 

a. new books

b. children’s books

c. best seller books

2. The hyperlinks will guide you to

a. news

b. donating to the library

c. information about the books

3. Which text feature would be helpful for finding out about new books at the 
library?

a. the home icon

b. the my account icon

c. the books tab on the electronic menu

4. Which text feature could you use to get information about programs the 
library offers?

a. the title

b. the hyperlink helpful links

c. the programs tab on the electronic menu

Text Features

Answer the following Questions. Underline the text evidence in the color shown.
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5. What text feature is used to list book titles?

a. icon

b. heading

c. electronic menu

6. What text feature is used for the author’s names? Why?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
||||||||||||||||||||||||
||||||||||||||||||||||||
7. What text feature would you use to go to the home page?

a. icon

b. heading

c. hyperlink

Text Features



Venus

Table of Contents

1. Introduction……………………………..1
2. Description ……………………………….1
3. Venus’s Orbit …………….…….….…2
4. Observing Venus ….………..…….2
5. Conclusion………………………….……...2
6. Glossary……………………………………..3
7. Index……………………………………………4

Venus

Venus is a planet. It is the second 
planet from the sun. Venus is named after a 
goddess. Venus is bright and beautiful. 

Description
Venus is Earth’s twin. Venus and 

Earth are similar sizes. They have similar 
masses. Both planets are rocky. Venus has a 
dense atmosphere.

Venus is hot. Venus is the hottest 
planet. Venus has a lot of clouds. Venus is dry. 
It is like a desert. There are volcanoes on 
Venus. 

1

Photo of Venus 
taken from a 
spacecraft

Watching Venus
Venus is the second brightest thing 

you can see from earth. The moon is brighter. 
Sometimes Venus can be seen during the day.

Venus is an amazing planet. Look 
for Venus outside! 2

Glossary

atmosphere: the gases surrounding a planet

axis: imaginary line that a planet rotates

dense: thick, heavy

mass: how much matter is in an object

orbit: the curved path of an object around a star, planet, 
or moon

rotate: to move in a circle around a center

3

Index

atmosphere, 1
axis, 2
dense, 1
earth, 1, 2

mass, 2
orbit, 1
rotate, 2
Venus, 1, 2

4

370L

Venus Facts
Distance from the sun: 
67,237,910 miles
Gravity: 0.9
Moons: None 

Venus’s Orbit
Venus orbits

the Sun in 225 earth days. 
A year on Venus is 140 
days less than a year on 
earth. Venus rotates on its 
axis slowly. It takes 243 
earth days for Venus to 
rotate. A day on Venus is 
longer than a year on 
Venus!
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1. What is this book about? Which text feature tells you this?

||||||||||||||||||||||||
||||||||||||||||||||||||
2. On what pages could you find the word earth? Which text feature would help 
you find these page numbers quickly?

Page Number: _________

a. index

b. glossary

c. table of contents

3. On what page could you read about watching Venus from earth? Which text 
feature helped you? 

Page Number: _________

a. index

b. glossary

c. heading

Text Features

Answer the following Questions. Underline the text evidence in the color shown.



4. What does axis mean? Which text feature helped you find this? 

|||||||||||||||||||||||||
a. index

b. glossary

c. heading

5. Which text feature is used to show the reader key words. Name two key words 
from the text. 

a. the index

b. the caption

c. the bold print

6. Where did the photo of Venus come from? Which text feature helped you find 
this information?

|||||||||||||||||||||||||
|||||||||||||||||||||||||
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2 Key Words from the text: ___________________________                

___________________________ 

Text Features
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Credits

Credits

http://melonheadzillustrating.blogspot.com/

http://creeksideteachertales.blogspot.com

http://teacherspayteachers.com/store/digital-swirl-
creations

etsy.com/shop/Prettygrafikdesign 

www.amazingclassroom.com

http://melonheadzillustrating.blogspot.com/
http://creeksideteachertales.blogspot.com/
http://teacherspayteachers.com/store/digital-swirl-creations
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